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On August 1, 2018, U.S. Trade Representative (USTR) Robert Lighthizer
announced that President Trump directed USTR to “consider increasing
the proposed level of the additional duty from 10 percent to 25 percent” on
a list of $200 billion in products imported from China that previously had
been announced by USTR on July 10 (a tranche of products that USTR is
referring to as “List 3”). Additional details on USTR’s earlier actions is
available here.
USTR Lighthizer explained that “instead of changing its harmful behavior,
China has illegally retaliated against U.S. workers, farmers, ranchers and
businesses”, and that the potential “increase in the possible rate of the
additional duty is intended to provide the Administration with additional
options to encourage China to change its harmful policies and behavior
and adopt policies that will lead to fairer markets and prosperity for all our
citizens.”
USTR invited interested parties to “address this possible increase in the
level of the additional duty in their comments on the proposed action”, a
process that already is underway. In order to allow interested parties to
address the potential increased 25 percent duty rate on the Chinese
imports covered by List 3, USTR has extended the rebuttal deadline for
written comments through September 5 – the August 17 deadline for initial
comments also may be extended, but that has yet to be announced.
USTR also has extended the deadline for filing requests to appear at the
hearing to August 13. Additional details “will be set out in a notice to be
published shortly in the Federal Register.”
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Celebrating more than 130 years of service, King & Spalding is an international law firm that represents a broad array of clients, including half of the
Fortune Global 100, with 1,000 lawyers in 20 offices in the United States, Europe, the Middle East and Asia. The firm has handled matters in over
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This alert provides a general summary of recent legal developments. It is not intended to be and should not be relied upon as legal advice.
In some jurisdictions, this may be considered “Attorney Advertising.”
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